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Abstract
For the growing demand to make social signals available to var-
ious systems, such as laughter for clinical treatment or emer-
gent screams for security reasons, it is essential to detect those
signals as appropriate social functions. This study demonstrates
the acoustic discriminability of laughter and scream by conduct-
ing three machine-learning-based classification experiments
and features selection experiments based on logistic regression
analysis, using classical acoustic features. The result of the
speaker-and-corpus-closed experiment revealed that the mod-
els acoustically discriminate laughter from screams by yielding
high accuracies at 93.52% (DNN) and 95.54% (SVM). More-
over, the result of the leave-four-speaker-out cross-validation
(LFOCV) revealed that our model can correctly classify laugh-
ter and screams regardless of the speakers by exhibiting only ap-
proximately 1% lower accuracies than the result of the speaker-
closed model. The results of the corpus-open experiment exhib-
ited approximately 5% and 7.8% lower accuracies for the DNN
and SVM models, respectively, than those of the corpus-closed
experiment. However, our model can still classify laughter and
screams in the different recording conditions at approximately
88% accuracy. Finally, the result of logistic regression analy-
sis showed that the harmonics-to-noise ratio was the most con-
tributed acoustic feature to discriminate laughter from screams.
Index Terms: laughter, scream, acoustic features, classification
experiment, logistic regression analysis

1. Introduction
Current speech communication studies draw considerable at-
tention to facilitating human-to-machine interactions that are
far from human-to-human interactions. One of the reasons for
immature communication is the lack of social signals such as
laughter or scream [1] during the human-to-machine dialog.
Social signals exhibit the speaker’s attitudes among human in-
teractions. Many communication modalities exhibit social sig-
nals such as a smile by facial expressions, laughing by gestures,
and other bodily movements. Voice is also one of the com-
munication modalities used to produce social signals that indi-
rectly communicate the speaker’s emotional states and thoughts
to the listeners. Those vocal social signals include laughter and
scream.

Laughter is one of the vocal social signals used to primarily
express positive emotional states that enables interlocutors to
indirectly share the feelings of enjoyment, happiness, and fun
with each other. Scream is also one of the vocal social signals
used to express either positive or negative emotional states when
speakers are amazed or frightened. The laughter and scream de-
liver various types of speakers’ internal state of mind to listen-
ers based on their types of expression and facilitate human-to-
human communication. Therefore, it is important for the ma-
chine to detect and classify the types of social signals to pro-

duce a more flexible response to the speaker according to the
detected types of social signals. The automatic classification
of social signals, such as laughter and screams can be applied
to various types of communication systems, i.e., an interactive
clinical robot for patients suffering from depression or autism.
The correct classification of social signals is also helpful for se-
curity systems to detect screams in case of emergency in public
environments, such as a shopping mall or subway station where
considerable loud laughter and hysterical screams occur among
hundreds of people.

There have been many studies on the automatic detection
of either laughter or scream using machine-learning [2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. However, these studies only discrimi-
nate laughter from filler and speech or scream from noise and
speech, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, the classifi-
cation of laughter and screams has not been demonstrated. Be-
cause laughter and scream can occur in the same environments,
it is essential to distinguish these two social signals.

However, a critical issue exists in their acoustic and
prosodic properties for laughter and scream classification. The
acoustic and prosodic properties of laughter and scream show
similar acoustic tendencies against speech, which includes ver-
bal information [13, 14, 15]. Acoustic analysis of laughter has
been conducted in some studies. It was found that the fun-
damental frequency (F0) of laughter was higher than that of
speech [13]. A similar type of acoustic analysis for scream has
also been performed to compare acoustic and prosodic features
between scream and speech such as F0, intensity, and formant
frequency. The result of scream analysis was the same as laugh-
ter: the mean F0 for scream was higher than that of speech
[14]. The results of those studies suggest that it is difficult to
distinguish between laughter and screams using acoustic and
prosodic features. However, no study has examined the acous-
tic and prosodic discriminability of laughter and scream, and
it remains unclear whether acoustic and prosodic features can
discriminate between these two social signals.

Although there are many studies on either laughter or
scream, no study has been conducted to compare and discrimi-
nate between laughter and screams. Furthermore, both laugh-
ter and scream have a similar tendency on the prosodic fea-
ture of high F0 values compared to speech [13, 14]. These
facts indicate that the acoustic and prosodic discriminability
between laughter and scream is not sufficiently demonstrated.
This study demonstrates the acoustic and prosodic discrim-
inability of laughter and scream by conducting three machine-
learning-based classification experiments and feature selection
experiments based on logistic regression analysis using classi-
cal acoustic features.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. (1)
The acoustic and prosodic nature of laughter and scream dis-
criminability is demonstrated by a classification experiment us-
ing a machine learning technique by modeling the three-class
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classification (laughter, scream, and speech) in acoustic and
prosodic features. (2) The speaker-independence and corpus-
independence of our model are tested by conducting speaker-
open and corpus-open experiments. (3) The acoustic features
that contribute to discriminating laughter from screams are
identified by conducting feature selection experiments based on
logistic regression analysis.

2. Speech material
2.1. Corpora for laughter and scream

Our study uses the Action Game Spoken Communication Cor-
pus (AGSC) [16]. AGSC includes a lot of unconscious laugh-
ter and screams expressed by speakers while they are playing
highly action-oriented games. Twenty-four Japanese college
students (12 pairs (6 males and 6 females)) played a game in
same-gender pairs with a high degree of familiarity. AGSC in-
cludes the audio files of an average of 60.7 minutes for each
pair, for a total of 728.4 minutes.

For the corpus-open experiment, the Online Gaming Voice
Chat Corpus with Emotional Label (OGVC) [17] was adopted.
OGVC is the publicly available spontaneous dialog corpus that
includes dialog speech of 13 speakers (9 males and 4 females).
The speakers participated in the online game with two or three
players talking over voice chat. OGVC includes the audio files
for 1 hour per speaker, for a total of 13 hours of recording. The
dialog speech of 7 speakers (5 males and 2 females) which was
already annotated with laughter labels was used for the experi-
ment.

The audio for both corpora was sampled at 48 kHz and digi-
tized at 16 bits. The recorded audio was not transmitted through
the Internet and was recorded in pulse code modulation (PCM)
on location.

2.2. Defining laughter and scream

Laughter for our study is defined as a laughter episode com-
posed of exhalations (bouts) and inhalations [18, 19]. A laugh-
ter episode is a series of laughter, generally composed of one or
more exhalations with corresponding laughter and zero or more
inhalations. The laughter episode does not includes speech-
laugh, which is a speech while laughing. The two corpora were
annotated with this definition of laughter, and AGSC includes
2,589 laughter segments and OGVC includes 1,381 laughter
segments [16, 19].

Scream for our study is defined as a sustained louder vo-
cal event that is hard to stylize and transcribe. The definition
of scream varies in the studies in terms of what they focused
on. The studies of [9, 14, 20] focused on a sustained louder
scream volitionally acted by the subjects, while the study of
[16] focused on unconscious screams expressed by the speakers
during the spontaneous dialog. The definition of scream in our
study is based on [16] because the acoustic properties of acted
emotional speech differ from those of spontaneous speech [17].
As a result of annotation based on this definition, 2,589 scream
segments for AGSC and 73 scream segments for OGVC were
obtained.

Speech was defined as the interval between silences of 400
ms or more, without including laughter and screams. A total
of 10,840 speech segments in the AGSC and 4,132 speech seg-
ments in the OGVC were obtained for our analysis.

3. Classification experiment
3.1. Acoustic features

Classical acoustic features were employed as input values for
our experiments. For acoustic feature extraction, the Inter-
speech 2013 (IS13) ComParE Challenge baseline feature set
for openSMILE [21] is used. From the segmented laughter,
screams, and speech of AGSC and OGVC, low-level descriptors
(LLDs) such as F0, zero-crossing-rate (ZCR), and harmonics-
to-noise ratio (HNR), were extracted. A total of 6,373 func-
tional features derived from the LLD were used in the classifi-
cation experiments.

3.2. Experimental setup

The three classification experiments were performed using
6,373 dimensions of acoustic features to classify three classes
of laughter, scream, and speech. The details of each experiment
are explained as follows.

Experiment 1: an experiment to demonstrate the discrim-
inability among laughter from scream. The training data com-
prised 70% of AGSC, the validation data comprised 10% of the
training data, and the evaluation data comprised of the remain-
ing data (30% of AGSC).

Experiment 2: leave-four-speakers-out cross-validation
(LFOCV) is conducted to assess speaker independence of the
classification model using AGSC. This method enables the ro-
bustness of the acoustic and prosodic model to be evaluated
against new speakers. Each of the four speakers was randomly
selected for the evaluation and was counterbalanced in gender.
Moreover, the ratio of each laughter, scream, and speech in the
evaluation data was adjusted to that in the training data because
of the imbalance between them.

Experiment 3: an experiment to assess the corpus indepen-
dence of the classification model using OGVC. All samples of
OGVC were used as the evaluation data. The ratio of laughter,
scream, and speech in the evaluation data was adjusted to the
ratio in the training data of AGSC because of the lower number
of scream in OGVC compared to AGSC. As a result, the evalu-
ation data included 137 laughter segments, 73 scream segments,
and 574 speech segments.

3.3. Classifier

The deep neural network (DNN) had an input layer of 6,373
acoustic features, five hidden layers with 2,048 elements in each
layer, and an output layer of three dimensions: laughter, scream,
and speech. In each hidden layer, a rectified linear unit (ReLU)
was used as the activation function, and the dropout layer fol-
lowed each layer with a 20% dropout rate to prevent overlearn-
ing. The softmax function was used as the activation function
for the output layer. The DNN model was trained with a learn-
ing rate of 0.0001, 2,500 epochs, and a batch size of 256.

In the support vector machine (SVM), the RBF kernel was
employed. To determine the optimal values for the hyperpa-
rameters, i.e., the cost parameter C and the gamma parameter
γ, grid-search was conducted using the same training and evalu-
ation set of Experiment 1. As a result, γ = 0.0001 and C = 10
were the optimal parameter values.

4. Results
The results of all classification experiments are shown in Fig-
ure 1 (red bar: the training data of Experiment 1, blue bar: the
evaluation data of Experiment 1, green bar: Experiment 2, yel-
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(a) Accuracy (b) F -measure for Laughter

(c) F -measure for Scream (d) F -measure for Speech

Figure 1: Three-class classification results for laughter, scream, and speech in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 (standard deviations in paren-
theses)

low bar: Experiment 3). Figure 1(a) shows the overall accu-
racy of the DNN and SVM models. Figure 1(b)(c)(d) show the
F-measures for laughter, scream, and speech using DNN and
SVM, respectively.

Experiment 1: the DNN and SVM models show high clas-
sification accuracies of 93.52% and 95.54%, respectively, for
the evaluation data (Fig.1(a) blue). The F-measure for scream
in the evaluation data is 82.90% for the DNN and 83.61% for
the SVM (Fig.1(c) blue), which is 8.22% (DNN) and 11.44%
(SVM) lower compared to the laughter classification (91.12%
(DNN), 95.05% (SVM), Fig.1(b) blue). This result suggests
that the scream classification is more difficult than that of laugh-
ter.

Experiment 2: in LFOCV, the average accuracy of the
six groups is 92.28% for the DNN and 94.05% for the SVM
(Fig.1(a) green), both of which are lower accuracy than Ex-
periment 1 but still show high classification accuracies. The
F-measure for laughter, scream, and speech is 0.83%–3.57%
lower compared to Experiment 1. The standard deviations for
the six groups of laughter are 3.39% and 3.23% for DNN and
SVM (Fig.1(b) green), respectively, and those for scream are
2.10% (DNN) and 2.52% (SVM), respectively (Fig.1(c) green).
This indicates that laughter and scream have no specific acous-
tic properties according to the speakers.

Experiment 3: the classification accuracies for the corpus-
open experiment are 88.52% for DNN and 87.76% for SVM
(Fig.1(a) yellow), which are 3.76% and 6.29% lower than those
of Experiment 2, respectively. The F-measures of laughter and
scream also dropped by more than 10% (Fig.1(a)(b) green and
yellow). This result suggests that the performance of the laugh-
ter and scream classification model deteriorated when the cor-
pus of the evaluation data was different from the corpus of the
training data.

5. Discussion
Based on the results of Experiments 1 and 2 on the high classi-
fication accuracy for laughter and scream, laughter and screams
can be acoustically classified regardless of the speaker. Acous-
tic properties might be different among laughter, scream, and
speech. Moreover, the result revealed that scream classification
is more difficult than laughter classification because the scream
classification accuracy was approximately 10% lower than that
of laughter (Fig.1(b)(c) blue and green). According to the re-
search on scream detection [9], 34.8% of screams were classi-
fied as speech. The lower scream classification accuracy in this
experiment might be caused by the acoustic and prosodic sim-
ilarity between scream and speech compared to laughter and
speech.

The results of Experiments 2 and 3 revealed that the clas-
sification model of laughter and scream is corpus-dependent.
In particular, the F-measure of scream in Experiment 3 dropped
by more than 10% compared to Experiments 1 and 2. The noisy
environment in OGVC might affect the classification accuracy.
Toward the practical application used in a noisy public place, it
is necessary to develop robust laughter and scream classification
model for the actual environments.

Figure 2 shows the audio waveforms and spectrograms of
screams in OGVC ((a) is a correctly classified scream and (b)
is a scream classified in speech). According to the precise in-
spection of uncorrected classification data, both laughter and
screams classified into speech almost consisted of expressive
interjections. The louder but not sustained screams were often
classified into speech (shown in Fig.2(b)). The unvoiced fe-
male laughter and the nasalized male laughter were often clas-
sified into speech. Moreover, tense laughter was classified as a
scream.
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(a) scream (b) scream classified as speech

Figure 2: Two examples of screams (the first and the second layer show audio waveform and spectrograms, respectively. The third
layer shows transcription, and the fourth layer shows the scream label.)

Figure 3: Distribution of laughter, scream, and speech for three acoustic features

Table 1: Results of logistic regression analysis of laughter and
scream

Acoustic feature Estimate z value p value
Intercept -1.34495 -11.183 < 0.001

pcm RMSenergy sma amean 0.12127 2.244 < 0.05
pcm zcr sma amean -0.65728 -4.178 < 0.001
mfcc sma[1] amean 0.06546 0.692 0.48870
F0final sma amean -0.12182 -1.273 0.20307

voicingFinalUnclipped sma amean 0.93493 2.720 < 0.01
jitterLocal sma amean -0.83499 -9.263 < 0.001

shimmerLocal sma amean 0.37651 5.017 < 0.001
logHNR sma amean 1.81483 15.112 < 0.001

To specify which acoustic and prosodic features can differ-
entiate laughter and screams, logistic regression analysis was
conducted on laughter and scream discrimination with eleven
acoustic features. The dependent variables are F0, ZCR, HNR,
and 5 other acoustic features. The results of logistic regres-
sion analysis are shown in Table 1. Table 1 shows the inter-
cept and the regression coefficients, z values, and p values for
each acoustic feature. As a result of feature selection using the
Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) for logistic regression, the
AIC of the full model using all eight features was 1826.94. The
most influential acoustic feature was the HNR, which had the
highest regression coefficient of 1.81. When the HNR was re-
moved from the full model, the AIC was raised to 2106.7. On
the other hand, when the first-order coefficient of MFCC (C1),
which had the smallest regression coefficient of 0.07, was re-
moved from the full model, the AIC dropped to 1825.4. As
a result of feature selection, the optimal model used a total of
seven acoustic features excluding C1 (AIC=1825.4).

Based on the result of feature selection using logistic re-
gression, the histograms of the three acoustic features are shown
in Fig.3. F0’s probability density distribution (Fig.3, left panel),
the peak of laughter and screams is 300–400 Hz, while the peak
band of speech is lower at 100–200 Hz. This prosodic trend is
consistent with the results of previous studies [13, 14]. The six

acoustic features, including C1 excluding F0 and HNR over-
lap the probability density distributions of laughter, screams,
and speech (Fig.3, center panel). This suggests that it is diffi-
cult to discriminate between laughter and screams using each
of these acoustic features. HNR’s probability density distri-
bution (Fig.3, right panel), the peak of laughter ranged from
−100 dB and −90 dB, but the peak of screams is from 10 dB
to 20 dB. This difference in distribution might be caused by
the presence or absence of an unvoiced vocal segment. HNR is
an acoustic feature often used for discriminating voiced speech
from unvoiced speech. Laughter consists of two types of acous-
tic events, voiced and unvoiced [18], whereas scream has only
voiced. Therefore, the HNR is one of the powerful acoustic fea-
tures for laughter and scream discrimination by representing the
presence of unvoiced vocal events in laughter.

6. Conclusion

To demonstrate whether there is an acoustic and prosodic dif-
ference between unconscious laughter and screams expressed
by speakers during game-play, a three-class classification ex-
periment of laughter, scream, and speech was conducted us-
ing DNN and SVM. The results showed that the accuracy for
the corpus-closed laughter and scream discrimination model
were 93.52% for DNN and 95.54% for SVM, and those for the
speaker-open cross-validation were 92.28% (DNN) and 94.05%
(SVM). Regardless of the speaker, laughter, scream, and speech
were acoustically and prosodically discriminable. The results
of the corpus-open classification experiment were 88.52% ac-
curacy for DNN and 87.76% accuracy for SVM. Moreover, lo-
gistic regression analysis and histograms for each acoustic fea-
ture suggested that HNR is one of the powerful acoustic features
that can discriminate laughter from screams. In future works, a
method to build a model for detecting laughter and scream seg-
ments from time-series audio data will be demonstrated.
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